
liveAir

Fast, powerful and �exible �ltering.
Anywhere, anytime.

Getbusi LiveAir

A simple, elegant and a�ordable hosted solution

Implementing full-featured web �ltering is now even easier and more a�ordable 
with Getbusi’s hosted solution, Getbusi LiveAir. Simply pay for the service as you 
need it, and let Getbusi take care of the rest.

Total control inside and outside the network

Mobile devices such as laptops bring freedom and �exibility to school and work 
environments, but retaining control when they leave the network can be di�cult. 
Getbusi LiveAir delivers seamless �ltering and reporting, wherever they go.

The best, smartest technology available

One of the world’s leading �ltering engines. Anonymous proxy blocking. Mobile 
device protection. Protocol �ltering. Malware protection. Getbusi LiveAir brings you 
uncompromised performance in today’s complex and changing web environment.

Simplicity, functionality and innovation

Getbusi LiveAir maintains Getbusi’s signature user and admin simplicity—all 
complexity is hidden behind a clean, intuitive web-based interface.

Key features of LiveAir

✓ Intelligent web �ltering

✓ Real-time categorisation

✓ Real-time reporting 

✓ Policy-based controls

✓ Anonymous proxy blocking 

✓ Protection outside the network 

✓ Malware protection

✓ Protocol �ltering

✓ Intuitive user interface

✓ LDAP support & seamless 
authentication

“Getbusi allows us to enforce an 
internet usage policy, monitor 
productivity and maximise our 
network resources.”

- Nathan Barry, Systems Admin, 
Halley & Mellowes



Real-time reporting

Maintain transparency, measurability and compliance 
with granular, real-time reporting 

✓ Generate customised, actionable analytics 

✓ Reports emailed to you when you need them 

✓ Use as much or as little detail as you need

✓ See exactly how your network’s used, in real-time 

✓ Review attempted policy breeches 

✓ Explore information, with powerful graphing, 
drill-down and export functionality

Malware protection

Filter sites containing network threats such as spyware, 
adware, phishing and malicious applications. 

✓ Real-time categorisation discovers new threats before 
most security applications know they exist

✓ Database of malicious URLs is continually updated via 
quali�ed 3rd party feeds

✓ Preserve IT continuity while reducing overhead

Things to make life easier

Getbusi is designed to make performance web �ltering 
and reporting as simple for you as possible.

✓ Simple administration from anywhere, by any of your 
users with administrator capabilities

✓ Fast, straightforward integration

✓ LDAP Active directory support

✓ Seamless authentication support

Granular policy-based controls

Instantly apply policies to match the unique culture of 
your organisation

✓ Support organisational structure and user groups 

✓ Quickly and easily implement time-based policies

Anonymous proxy blocking

Block access to anonymisers used to bypass �lters 

✓ Real-time categorisation ensures fast identi�cation 

✓ A dynamically-updated database of over 1 billion 
URLs ensures comprehensive, ongoing protection

Protection outside the network

Getbusi Air delivers seamless �ltering and reporting, 
wherever mobile devices go

✓ Enjoy the freedom and power of mobile without 
compromising protection

Protocol �ltering - IM, P2P, �le type blocking

Decide the balance that’s right at your organisation

✓ Protect productivity, bandwidth and your network 

✓ Maintain compliance and duty of care

Intelligent browser-based interface

Quickly and easily administer Getbusi via a clean, intuitive 
interface.

✓ Access securely using any web browser

Getbusi LiveAir Feature Highlights
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